POLY STUDIO P5 KITS

Poly Studio P5 Kits have everything you need for a professional video conferencing experience at home or wherever you’re working. Each one includes a webcam and headset or personal speakerphone in one package that’s easy to set up.

• Everything you need in one box
• Easy to set up
• Free up USB ports and simplify setup by connecting the wireless adapter directly to the webcam (available with wireless kits only)
• Stay in control of settings and updates with the Poly Lens Desktop app
• For IT, be assured everything is up to date and working properly for everyone, whether in the office, at home or on-the-go with Poly Lens

POLY STUDIO P5 WITH BLACKWIRE 3210
Professional webcam and single-ear headset kit
Ideal for the multi-tasking professional to stay tuned into your surroundings

• Exceptional camera optics
• Brilliant colors and automatic low-light compensation
• Single-ear wearing style to stay tuned into the surrounding environment
• High-quality audio and noise canceling mics

POLY STUDIO P5 WITH BLACKWIRE 3325
Professional webcam and stereo headset kit
Ideal for the work-from-anywhere professional needing high performance calls at an affordable price

• Exceptional camera optics
• Brilliant colors and automatic low-light compensation
• Hear every conversation clearly with crisp, stereo audio
• High-quality audio and noise canceling mics
POLY STUDIO P5 WITH VOYAGER 4220 UC
Professional webcam and stereo wireless headset kit

Ideal for high-performance calls with freedom to move

• Exceptional camera optics
• Brilliant colors and automatic low-light compensation
• Headset wireless adapter connects directly to webcam
• Crisp stereo audio and noise canceling dual headset mics
• Class 1 v5.0 Bluetooth® roaming for greater range and flexibility

POLY STUDIO P5 WITH POLY SYNC 20+
Professional webcam and smart speakerphone kit

Ideal for the high-performance professional in an enclosed workspace

• Exceptional camera optics
• Brilliant colors and automatic low-light compensation
• Speakerphone wireless adapter connects directly to webcam
• Full duplex audio and three-microphone steerable array
• Bass reflex system with dual passive radiators
• Up to 20 hours of speakerphone battery life